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Abstract: Indian railway (IR) is one of the world’s best transporting system. It is mainly used for mass transportation. Also it is an affordable and effective all the way. 23 million passengers are travelling by the train per day and 7.2 billion passengers every year. The most important thing is that, attention has been paid time to time to the public comforts and their needs by introducing new things without increasing the fare since last few years. The aim is to build Automated Pantry Order System using ZIGBEE. A more advantageous system with it’s advantages and disadvantages, over current food ordering system in IR which is totally manual system. The popularity of Indian railway and scope of our proposed system along with other ICT improvement is mentioned in the paper. Also the block schematic, hardware description and software description of Automated Pantry Order System using ZIGBEE is explained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We usually travel in the railways and sometime face the problems in ordering the food in the odd time. An Automatic Pantry Order System is basically a project which is designed to overcome this problem. We are providing zigbee based order placement section in each division.

Transmitter and Receiver sections are interfaced with zigbee module. The Order can be approved if and only if the traveller has the legal PNR number which is mentioned on the ticket.

II. OBJECTIVE

The aim is to build this project is to give the attention to the public comforts and their wish for introducing fresh things out. This is a most convenient ordering system than the present food ordering system in the railways which is totally hand operated system.

III. LITERATURE SURVEY

Debating about the Indian Railway’s Pantry Order Systems, which is totally manual system. Suppose a traveller wants to order any snacks or meal during travelling they cannot get immediate access to seller. Unless and until a vendor comes to take order, due to this process a traveller cannot order at odd time. After ordering the meal costumer have to wait for the bill payments. This drawback can be overcome by this project. It will try to provide the total automation technology. Due to this project the costumer can regimented at odd time and the problems can be solved. In India almost 65 to 75% people travel by the train for long journey and transporting industrial goods from one place to another place. Remaining people uses the other modes of transport such as Roadways, Seaways, Airways. The Conclusion of this project is that the railways are the most important source of the travelling used in India by the people. So it’s most probable that our proposed to implement this project in the long journey trains for example, Duranto, superfast and Rajdhani Expresses, etc. as the no. of passengers are increasing gradually, our project can be more useful. If such reliable and feasible service is come into the existence then it will be more helpful for the passengers who travel the long Distance.
IV. WORKING OF DIFFERENT SECTIONS

A. Arduino Nano

The Arduino Nano can be powered through the Mini-B USB connection, 6-20V unregulated external power supply (pin 30), or 5V regulated external power supply (pin 27). The power source is automatically selected to the highest voltage source.

B. Zigbee Module

Zigbee is an open global standard for wireless technology designed to use low-power digital radio signals for personal area networks. ZigBee operates on the IEEE 802.15.4 specification and is used to create networks that require a low data transfer rate, energy efficiency and secure networking. The range of ZigBee is up to 1.6km

C. Voltage Regulator IC 7805

Voltage sources in a circuit may have fluctuations resulting in not providing fixed voltage outputs. A voltage regulator IC maintains the output voltage at a constant value. 7805 is a voltage regulator integrated circuit. 7805 IC, a member of 78xx series of fixed linear voltage regulators used to maintain such fluctuations, is a popular voltage regulator integrated circuit (IC). The xx in 78xx indicates the output voltage it provides.

V. ADVANTAGES

- Rate of transmission and reception is fast.
- User friendly device, easy to access for children as well as senior citizens.
- Power required for operating the system is low.

VI. APPLICATION

- It is used in pantry service in train.
- It can be used as E-menu in hotels or restaurants.
- It can be used as an E-notice board where users can type their queries and get their answer.

VII. RESULT

We have made the set of the system using microcontroller to perform different function by programming the microcontroller in embedded C program. With the help of push to an switches order can be placed and then with cc2500 RF module transmitted to the receiver and as soon as the operator sees the order he sends a confirmation message to the sender with the bill of the food which is being displayed on LCD connected in transmitter side. This is how project work and we have operated the project and the work is successful. We have repeated the process and the result is shown in the analysis part below.

Figure 1: Block diagram of pantry system in Railways.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of pantry system in Railways.
VIII. FUTURE SCOPE

- In this project we used less food item in menu to reduce the complexity which can be increased.
- We can use the doctor facility in the train in case of emergency by displaying the emergency information in all bogies, police available.
- In this system, we can use two ATM payment facility but for this we need internet facility on the train.
- Touched screen system can be used on place of present system that we are using.

IX. CONCLUSION

We have implemented this project as a food ordering system in train. As we are making the system to transmit data wirelessly, as it has fast transmission and also response is good. The overall procedure is placing the order is very easy and simple for the common people and it reduced the labor cost for delivery boys and the passengers also get the proper service in the train without having any trouble. This project is useful for those people who travel for whole night in train for non-stop long distance.
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